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Prior to announcing the stay at home order, Governor Mike DeWine said: “Each night when I go to bed I 

ask myself if I’ve done everything I could to defeat this enemy. I would ask all of you to ask yourselves 

the same thing – are you doing everything you can to stop this?” 

 

Every local government is on the front line of the COVID-19 pandemic. We must not let our city down. 

We must not let our residents down. And our greatest asset, our employees, the people that make 

things happen in this city, we must not let them down either. For if we do, we let down our residents, 

whom they serve. We let down ourselves. 

 

I gave my last report on the COVID-19 Pandemic at the special meeting of city council of March 19, 2020, 

just 6 days ago. At that time, the number of confirmed cases in Ohio was 119. Today is 704, six times the 

cases in just six days. Before, we have 53 confirmed cases in Cuyahoga County. Today is 167, more than 

three times the cases in just six days. Six days ago, we had no deaths in Ohio from confirmed cases of  

COVID-19. Today we have 10, including 2 in this county. Nationwide, on March 19 we had 13,789 

confirmed cases of COVID-19. Today, at 4pm, 64,563. Almost five times as many. With 908 deaths 

nationwide so far.  

 

These, of course, are just the reported cases. This morning, Dr. Heidi Gullett of the County Board of 

Health, reported that there are 167 orders of isolation. These are people who have symptoms, but for 

whom there isn’t testing available, because we simply don’t have widespread testing. This is in addition 

to 454 orders of quarantine. Sixty percent of the testing in Ohio is done by Cleveland Clinic, who 

developed their own test just this month. 

 

 

In looking at the city’s own decision making, we are taking direction from the State of Ohio, Governor 

Mike DeWine, Lt. Gov Jon Husted, and Ohio Director of Health Dr. Amy Acton. Locally, we look to the 

County Board of Health, its health commissioner Larry Allen, and Dr. Heidi Gullett, as well as County’s  

Office of Emergency Management and its Director Alex Pellom. We are also coordinating with our 

Executive Director Nick DiCicco of Heights-Hillcrest Communications Center (our regional dispatch 

center for police and fire).   

 



I also look to the leaders in the medical field. Like our governor, I defer to the experts. Cleveland Clinic 

has modeled, based upon the current admissions of 7.5% of positive COVID-19 patients, a projected 

20,000 patients admitted the third week of May – the week before our Memorial Day parade. If we 

manage to achieve 40% social distancing, we may be able to reduce that to 6,000 patients that week. 

Even this admission rate is problematic as it is based upon the number of people current infected, and 

without widespread testing, there is no way for us to know how many people are already infected and 

transmitting this infection to others. This is why social distancing is so important. And also why our plans 

here at the city are crucial for what to do when we start seeing our employees fall ill. And the social 

distancing we have done thus far has not occurred long enough to appropriately model and project. 

 

We know this now: from Cleveland Clinic data that the average length of stay of admitted patients with 

COVID-19 is seven days. That average rises to nine days if time is spent in the ICU. That average rises yet 

again to ten days for patients on a ventilator. 

 

In observing the flu pandemic of 1918, medical experts have noted that there were three waves to that 

pandemic. The second wave was probably cause by schools reopening too early, population fatigue with 

isolation, and the change of weather. Applied today, suggestions of churches being full on Easter is 

unlikely and ill advised considering the data thus far.  

 

As for the city’s own projects and programming. While we have not made formal decisions on these yet, 

administratively, we are looking at limiting or cancelling several spending priorities – given the fiscal 

uncertainty, as well as limiting and cancelling summer programming and recreation, in the name of 

public safety and public health. Items in the first category would be all or most of the streets program, 

the signs program, the proposed zoning update. Items in the second category include the pool, tennis 

courts, and programmed activities around same at Purvis Park, the Memorial Day Parade (which 

conceivably, a parade could be rescheduled for later in the year, if we are certain the pandemic is 

behind us), Yoga in the Park, Movies in the Park, and the Summer Concert Series. Note, however, that 

Carlos Jones and the Plus Band, which is presently our opening concert of the series, has been secured in 

the alternative as our Fall Fest band in October if the June show is cancelled.    

 

When it comes to city operations, we have a working draft updated Emergency Operations Plan for 

general situations, based upon a plan that was implemented by the city in 2008. This is not a pandemic 

specific plan, but a general plan that we refer to for guidance in emergencies.  

 

Looking at the issue upon which council inquired, being that of mass illness in the organization:  

 

For our own police department, we have MOUs in place with the EDGE communities for mutual aid. 

These communities include, Euclid, South Euclid, Beachwood, Shaker Heights, Cleveland Heights. These 



represent some of the largest agencies of Eastern Cuyahoga County. In the event they too are stricken 

and/or otherwise cannot provide aid, we would turn then to Ohio State Patrol. Chief Rogers has a verbal 

commitment from the Commander of the Cleveland Post of OSP for that. Alternatively, we would turn to 

the Cuyahoga County Sheriff’s office. And finally, we would appeal to the governor’s office for 

assistance. In that event, Michelle Gilcrist is our contact should we have to make that request. 

 

For our fire department, there is a working draft policy that has four levels of implementation, from 

least severe to most severe. This begins with splitting shifts into remote locations, not approving 

additional time off, to more severe changes, such as rescinding previously approved time off, and 

changing from a 24 to a 12 hour shift – as fewer personnel can conceivably work 12 on and 12 off as 

opposed to working 24 hour shifts back-to-back with no break. With that, our fire prevention officer 

could be put back onto a shift temporarily. Outside of the existing personnel, our fire chief is in 

discussions with neighboring departments based upon existing mutual aid agreements for creating a 

regional staffing policy, so that personnel among the regional departments can fill in where needed. 

Ultimately, if our department is out ill, we would be looking to mutual aid for fire and EMS, and finally to 

the state if we are unable to staff our fire station.   

 

In the last hour, I have also received additional refinements to police and fire emergency policies and 

procedures. This is a fluid and ongoing process. 

 

Turning now to our service dept:  

 

The Cuyahoga County Solid Waste District has hosted a conference call among the several Cuyahoga 

communities that provide their own waste removal services. In the event of major illness throughout 

our service department staff, several communities have offered mutual aid amongst each other on a 

handshake basis from that conference call: Moreland Hills, Beachwood, Lyndhurst, University Heights, 

Lakewood, Solon, Brecksville, Shaker Heights, Rocky River. Separately, we have had discussions with 

South Euclid, and also Beachwood and Lyndhurst, those last two cities still having rear load packers, 

conducive to assisting in picking up here in UH. Finally, in the event that mutual aid is unavailable, we 

have coordinated through the Solid Waste District to have 14 roll off containers placed in three or fours 

sites here in University Heights. Residents would be asked to bring their waste to the containers. The 

containers themselves would be emptied by our existing waste disposal contractor. 

 

Our Building and Housing Departments have backups in place for inspections whenever key personnel 

are unavailable. Our primary backup Certified Building Official, Nino Monaco, was already prepared and 

willing to take on a more robust role as part time Building Commissioner given Building Commissioner 

Jim McReynolds’ coming retirement on April 3. Mr. McReynolds, in turn, has agreed, even while retiring, 

to serve as Mr. Monaco’s backup. I know there has been some question in the community as to whether 

the activities of our housing and building inspectors are essential functions. I would refer anyone who 



asks to the Stay at Home order by the Director of Health, finding that construction and the building 

trades are considered essential. By extension, the inspectors who review their work are also essential, 

for the health, safety and welfare of our community. Mr. Monaco, who also serves in a part time 

capacity in Brooklyn Heights and Macedonia, will be of assistance in locating additional appropriate 

backup inspectors if and when needed. 

 

At this time, I will also go over the order of succession for the other departments, as well as the position 

of mayor. 

 

In the fire department, the next in command after Chief Bob Perko is Executive Captain Andy Boylan. 

There is an established ranked order through the rest of command, starting with the captains and then 

the LTs, with our most senior captain being A shift Captain Brian Phan, who has served previously both 

as interim fire chief under Mayor Infeld, and as fire chief in Bainbridge, then B shift Captain Peter 

Pucella, then C shift Captain Douglas Robinson  

 

In the police department, the next in command after Chief Dustin Rogers is Investigative Bureau 

Lieutenant Dale Orians. Please note that Lt. Orians is scheduled to retire on April 15. Assuming his 

retirement and full and permanent separation from the department, then next in command would be 

Uniform Bureau Lieutenant Mark McArtor, and then Support Services Lieutenant Todd Kinley. There is 

an established ranked order through the rest of the command staff. 

 

In the service department, the next in command after Service Director Jeff Pokorny is Assistant Director 

John Pucella. Next would normally be the Class C Foreman, but that position has been vacant since the 

beginning of February, with applications now pending for that position. In the absence of a Class C 

Foreman, the next in command is Mechanic Scott Rudyk. If we install a Class C Foreman during this 

crisis, we will review the chain of command accordingly.  

 

In the Finance Department, the chain of command goes from the Finance Director, to the Deputy 

Finance Director and then the Finance Associate.  

 

As Mayor and Safety Director, I have both the authority and the management right to name or reassign 

the order of succession. 

 

Which brings me to the office of mayor. Our city charter states, in the event of the death or incapacity of 

the mayor as follows: 



ARTICLE V, SECTION 3. Vacancy. When the Mayor is absent and inaccessible, or is 

unable for any cause to perform his duties, the Vice Mayor shall be acting Mayor, but 

shall not thereby cease to be a councilman. In case of death, resignation or removal, 

other than by recall election, of the Mayor or his ceasing to qualify for the office, the 

Vice-Mayor shall vacate his office of councilman and shall become Mayor to serve the 

unexpired term or until a successor for the unexpired term is elected and qualified. 

   

Now, as Mayor, I have been able previously to perform my duties while ill, even while sick in bed and 

absent from city hall, for I have not also been “inaccessible” – “absent and inaccessible” being the 

standard. While sick or on vacation, I have been able to still take phone calls, respond to email or texts, 

approve or disapprove of proposed action. However, it is foreseeable during this pandemic that I could 

become so sick that I am unable to respond and unable to perform my duties, even with the assistance 

of my immediate staff (Rachel Mullen and Mike Cook, in particular). In that event, Vice Mayor Michele 

Weiss would be Acting Mayor until such time as I would no longer be both absent and inaccessible. 

 

What the charter does not provide is a contingency beyond the Vice Mayor. After consulting with our 

law director, it appears we can set that forth by ordinance – either limited to the present situation, or 

going forward.  I have raised this matter briefly with the Vice Mayor and the most senior member of our 

city council. I suggest we limit it to the present situation at minimum, but also consider this for the 

future.  

 

In addition to the ordinances I have previously recommended, and still recommend, especially the 

emergency spending authority ordinance for the mayor or for whomever may be acting in that capacity, 

I suggest further that by ordinance we allow an order of succession through the council after Vice Mayor 

based upon the total number years of experience of the Councilmembers. This would be to serve as (1) 

acting mayor, or (2) in the event of death, etc., to vacate the office of Councilmember and assume the 

office of Mayor. In the event of a tie in the amount of experience Councilmembers have, the tie breaker 

could be whomever received the higher number of votes in their last election. This would make the 

order of succession, after Vice Mayor Weiss, to be: Phil Ertel, Sue Pardee, John Rach, Barbara Blankfeld, 

Justin Gould, Saundra Berry.  

 

At the last special meeting of council, I shared my opinion that the council could also select a new Vice 

Mayor among their ranks in the event that both Mrs. Weiss and I became unavailable to serve. That too 

would suffice, but would require a meeting of the council then, when we could put a plan in place 

sooner.  

 

I remain hopeful that none of these contingencies must come to pass, even though they are 

foreseeable, and that we should all be well and survive this pandemic. Forty percent of us or more may 

get sick. Flattening the curve does less to limit the number of people who get sick, and more to space 



out when we all get sick so that we do not overburden the health care system. In the case of 

overburdening, like in Italy, people over 70, then over 60, then over 50, and then people with co-

morbidities, have been triaged, so that they younger and more likely to survive got preference with 

regard to the limited number of ventilators. Crucial to getting through this is following faithfully the 

advice of experts, understanding that the situation is fluid, and, as a city, that we continue to work 

together to advance our mutual and common interests. We can do this, but we must do this together.  

 

 


